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osting by EAbstract An artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) based current controller for a high voltage direct
current (HVDC) transmission link, composed of an ANN trained off-line in parallel with a robust
PI controller, is described in this paper. Different ANN architectures are investigated for this ANN
controller. Comparisons between the responses obtained with the PI and ANN controllers for the
rectiﬁer of a HVDC transmission system are made for various system ANN parameters (learning
rate and momentum term) contingencies and it is shown that the later has many attractive features.
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Use of ANNs for plant identiﬁcation and control is gaining
interest. In power systems, the use of these controllers is
increasing (Miller et al., 1991; Bose, 1994) whereas in HVDC
transmission a few publications are available. This work is; Idc, actual dc current; Iref,
mentum.
701742077.
.com (A. Nathem Hamoodi).
y. Production and hosting by
Saud University.
lsevierbasically focused on the application of ANNs to control a
HVDC plant (Sood et al., 1994; Dash et al., 1994).
A new topology was proposed to treat the problem of tran-
sient state response of rectiﬁer current instead of traditional
controller.
The HVDC system traditionally uses PI controllers to con-
trol the dc current thereby keeping the power (current) order at
the required level. Although, these controllers are no doubt ro-
bust and are operating satisfactorily since many years, they are
prone to changes in system parameters, delays or other non-
linearity’s in the system and suffer some limitations (Sood
et al., 1994).
The control strategy traditionally employed for a two-
terminal HVDC transmission system is the current margin
method, whereby the rectiﬁer is in current control (Ekstron
and Liiss, 1970). Both ends of the dc system rely on PI control-
lers to provide a fast control. Such controllers, however, suffer
from the following disadvantages (Sood et al., 1994):
 Controller parameters are optimal only over a limited
range.
182 T.M. Jabban et al. A priori knowledge of system dynamics is required to opti-
mize the controllers.
 A lack of an on-line self learning capability.
A potential advantage of the ANN is its ability to handle
the non-linear mapping of the input–output space. This aspect
has been studied in detail in this paper. The output of the pro-
posed ANN controller is a neuron output which is fed to the
HVDC plant as a ﬁring angle; this way the HVDC plant cur-
rent is indirectly controlled by dynamically adjusting the ANN
weights to provide the required ﬁring angle correction.
In recent years, neural networks based solutions have been
suggested for many industrial systems using either feed-for-
ward or recurrent neural networks. Most of the published pa-
pers describe control system applications built around a feed-
forward neural network included inside a traditional feedback
control system. The ANN is usually made up of sigmoidal acti-
vation function neurons and the back propagation algorithm is
normally used to train the network either on-line or off-line.
Some applications use neurons with a radial base activation
function. The ANN may play different roles in plant identiﬁca-
tion and non-linear controllers (Cristea et al., 2002).
With ANN-based controllers, the following advantages are
possible (Kawato et al., 1987; Narendra and Parathasarathy,
1990):
 Optimal control over a wide operating range.
 They have capacity to learn from previous experience.
In this paper, an investigation into architectural and func-
tional aspects of an ANN-based current controller for an
HVDC (plant) system is performed to consider:
a. The simplest architecture sufﬁcient to control the system.
b. The impact of learning momentum constant on the con-
troller performance.
c. The adaption of the activation function (AF) for fast
learning.
d. The contribution of each neuron to controller perfor-
mance.
e. The comparative assessment with a robust PI controller.
Case studies are presented to demonstrate the novel off-line
adaptation of the ANN parameters (i.e. leaming rate, momen-
tum coefﬁcient and the slope of the sigmoidal activation func-
tion) and their effect on the dynamic and steady state
performance of the controller/plant.
Finally, the feasibility of employing a ANN-based controller
for anHVDC transmission system is explored, and comparisons
between the behaviors of the robust PI controller and the pro-
posed ANN controller are made on rectiﬁer side of the Anglo-
French cross channel link (UK–France HVDC link).
2. Literature review
 In 1991, (Sood et al., 1999) apply traditional PI and ANN
controllers for a rectiﬁer in a two-terminal HVDC back-
to-back tie and study the response of these controllers to
the transient response. They concluded that the response
of the ANN controller was somewhat slower for transients
perhaps due to limited number of neurons being used. Alsothe choose of learning rate and momentum is critical to
obtain satisfactory performance from ANN controllers.
This choice was made simply by trail and error.
 In 1994 (Sood et al., 1994) apply PI and ANN on HVDC
transmission and compare between them. They study the
effect of ANN parameters (learning rate and momentum
tear) on DC current response. They concluded that the
using of ANN controller can adapt its weights on-line to
provide improved or similar performance, when compared
with PI controller, also the ANN controller is somewhat
slow for very fast transients.
 In 1997, (Narendra et al., 1997), apply PI and ANN con-
trollers on HVDC, they use different ANN architectures
and activation functions in the desired controllers. Small
(set current change) and large (dc-line fault) signal pertur-
bations and applied to optimize the learning parameters
for the controller. Performance evaluation of the ANN con-
troller under noise conditions is studied, they concluded
that the ANN controller shows many attractive features
over PI controller used in HVDC system with respect to
damping, adaptability, ruggedness and noise immunity.
3. HVDC system model
The HVDC system model, data of the simulated model is avail-
able in Appendix A. Using the Matlab/Simulink programs ver.
7.6, is based on one bipole 1000 MW for UK–France HVDC
link. The model simulated here is a two equivalent 12-pulse rec-
tiﬁer bridge with DC line and equivalent load. The ﬁlters for
11th, 13th and higher harmonics are represented.
The France, Les-Mandarins side is shown in Fig. 1.
4. Methodology
The proposed controller shown in Fig. 2 has the following
blocks:
1. An HVDC link.
2. PI controller with switch S1.
3. ANN controller with switch S2.
The HVDC link (data provided in (Sood et al., 1994) is de-
scribed by a set of differential equations with ﬁxed ac rectiﬁer.
The input to the module is a ﬁring angle alpha (within limits al-
pha-min = 0 and alpha-max = 90) which varies the rectiﬁer
dc voltage. The output of this module is a dc current which is
fed to either a traditional PI or an ANN current controller via
a summing junction. The onlineANNmodule can have different
implementations depending on the type of AF and learning
algorithm used. It has possible independent inputs: Idc, Iref, g
and l parameters; a ﬁfth non-independent input e= (Iref  Idc)
is also used, these parameters are deﬁnes in Abbreviations.5. Design of robust controller
5.1. PI-controller
PI-controllers are traditionally used in the HVDC power con-
verter system. An error signal (e), which is the difference
Figure 1 France, Les-Mandarins rectiﬁer side with load.
Figure 2 A schematic diagram of an HVDC system generic controller.
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(Idc) from the system is fed to the PI-controller. The error out-
put of the controller is acted upon by the PI gains to provide
the required alpha order for the HVDC convertors. Due to
uncertainties in system parameters, the optimal choice of gains
is quite difﬁcult, even though robust techniques such as proper
PI-parameters corresponding to the minimal integral of time
multiplied by absolute error (ITAE) performance index are
search.
5.2. Search and selection of PI values
ITAE is one of the error-integral indices to measure a control
system dynamic response. To reduce the contribution of the
large initial error to the value of the performance integral, as
well as to emphasize error occurring later in the response,
ITAE is proposed (Richard and Robert, 2004). The index
ITAE is expressed in Eq. (1),JITAE ¼
Z T
0
tjejdt ð1Þ
Where the upper limit T is a ﬁnite time chosen so that the inte-
gral approaches a steady-state value and is usually chosen as
the settling time Ts.
The theoretical optimizing steps are (Cristea et al., 2002;
Kawato et al., 1987):
 Give a set of PI parameters KP and KI satisfying the stabil-
ity demand (gain margin GM, phase margin um) where:GMP 6 dB
30 6 u M 6 70
 Give a step change to the reference values and run the case.
 Compute the objective function JITAE.
 Repeat the above three steps, compare all the JITAE com-
puted and get the KP and KI values corresponding to the
minimal JITAE.
Figure 3 France, Les-Mandarins rectiﬁer side with load under Matlab/Simulink.
Table 1 France, Les-Mandrains parts.
Three phase France network 400 KV, 50 Hz
Filters 2nd Order ﬁlter (C= 3.18 lf, L= 27.8 mH, R= 243 X)
3rd Order ﬁlter(C1 = 3.25 lf, C2 = 9.55 lf L= 74.3 mH, R= 35 X)
Transformer YNY0D11
400 KV/118 KV/118 KV
Converter 12-Pulse
500 MW, ±270 kV
184 T.M. Jabban et al.Because the DC line is symbolized as a cable, L= 0 is re-
garded approximately as a DC line and is simpliﬁed as:
T:FðDC lineÞ ¼ RCSþ 1
R2CSþ 2R ð2Þ
After applying these 3-steps on rectiﬁer side with load
across DC line of UK–France cross channel link. The values
of Kp = 0.08 and KI = 20 make the JITAE function at the min-
imum value. The simulation of France, Les-Mandarins side
has been made under Matlab/Simulink is shown in Fig. 3.
Each part of France, Les-Mandrains sides is described in
Table 1.
The step response of the actual dc current with the reference
current as an input with step change 10% is depicted in Fig. 4.
The system properties (peak over shoot, rising time) for PI-
controller are shown in Table 2.6. Artiﬁcial neural network topologies
Artiﬁcial neural networks comprise many neurons, intercon-
nected in certain ways to cast them into identiﬁable topologies.
One of the most used topologies is illustrated in Fig. 5. This
ﬁgure is considered as multilayer network. Typically, the layerwhere the input patterns are applied is the input layer, the layer
where the output is obtained is the output layer, and the layers
between the input and output layers are the hidden layers.
There may be one or more hidden layers, which are so named
because their outputs are not directly observed.
The activity of neurons in the input layer represents the raw
information that is fed into the network. The activity of neu-
rons in the hidden layer is determined by the activity of the in-
put neurons and the connecting weights between the input and
hidden units. Similarly, the behavior of the output units de-
pends on the activity of the neurons in the hidden layer and
the connecting weight between the hidden and the output lay-
ers. This simple neural structure is interesting, because neurons
in the hidden layers are free to construct their own representa-
tion of the input. Multilayer ANN provide an increase in com-
putational power over a single-layer neural network unless
there is a nonlinear activation function between layers (Naren-
dra and Parathasarathy, 1990; Sivanadam et al., 2006).6.1. Training algorithm for backpropagation neural network
The general training algorithm for one hidden layer backprop-
agation neural network, which is adequate for a large number
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Figure 4 Step response of dc current with reference step change
10%.
Table 2 Represent the values of the system properties for PI-
controller.
Peak over shoot (P.O.S) 29.42%
Rising time (tr) 5.05 ms
Enhancing the step response curve for rectiﬁer current of HVDC 185of applications, is as follows: Step 0. Initialize weights (set to
small random values).
Step 1. While stopping condition is false. Do steps 2–9.
Step 2. For each training pair. Do steps 3–8.
Feedforward:
Step 3. Each input unit (Xi, i= 1. . .. . .n) receives input sig-
nal xi and transports this signal to all units in the layer
above (the hidden units).Figure 5 The typical Gaussian bStep 4. Each hidden unit (Zj, j= 1. . .. . .. . .p) sums its
weighted input signals.
Z inj ¼ moj þ
Xn
iþ1
xivij ð3Þ
Where v0j,vij are the bias and weights on a typical hidden units,
Xi is the input signal and Z_inj is the input net of hidden layer.
Then apply its activation function to compute its output
signal.
Zj ¼ fðz injÞ ð4Þ
Step 5. Each output unit (yk, k= 1 . . .. . .. . .m) sums its
weighted input signals.
y ink ¼ wok þ
Xp
jþ1
ziwij ð5Þ
Where w0j,wij are the bias and weights on a typical output
units, zi is the hidden signal and y_inj is the input nets of out-
put layer. Then applies its activation function to compute its
output signal.
yk ¼ fðY inkÞ ð6Þ
Backpropagation of error
Step 6. Each output unit (Yk, k= 1. . .. . ...m): receives a target
pattern corresponding to the input training pattern, compute
its error information term.dk ¼ ðtk  YKÞf0ðZ injÞ ð7Þ
Where tk is the desired target and dk is the error on output
layer. So, the weight correction term (used to update wjk later)
is:
Dwjk ¼ g  dk  zj ð8Þasis function neural network.
Figure 6 Flowchart of research program steps.
186 T.M. Jabban et al.
Table 3 Different ANN architectures.
Case Hidden layer
ANN1 1 Layer (2-neurons)
ANN2 1 Layer (4-neurons)
ANN3 1 Layer (6-neurons)
Enhancing the step response curve for rectiﬁer current of HVDC 187Then, calculates its bias correction term (used to update w0k
later).
Dw0k ¼ g  dk ð9Þ
And sends dk to units in the layer below.
Step 7. Each hidden unit (Zj, j= 1. . .. . .. . .p) sums its delta
inputs (from units in the layer above), therefore:d inj ¼
Xm
kþ1
d  wjk ð10Þ
Where d_inj are the error inputs to the hidden layer. This error
inputs are multiplied by the derivative of its activation func-
tion to calculate its error information term.
dj ¼ d injf0ðZ injÞ ð11Þ
Where dj is the error on hidden layer. To calculate its weight
correction term used to update vij later:
Dmij ¼ g  dj  xj ð12Þ
and calculates its bias correction term (used to update v0j
later).
Dm0j ¼ g  dj ð13Þ
Update weights and biases
Step 8. Each output unit (Yk, k= 1. . .. . ..m) updates its bias
and weights (j= 0. . .. . ...p):wjkðnewÞ ¼ wjkðoldÞ þ Dwjk ð14Þ
Each hidden unit (Zj, j= 1. . .. . ...p) updates its bias and
weights (i= 0. . .. . .n):
mijðnewÞ ¼ mijðoldÞ þ Dmij ð15Þ
Step 9. Test stopping condition (Fausett, 1994).
The nomenclature are shown in Appendix B.
6.2. Suggested topology of ANN based controller
The suggested ANN controller has two inputs, one hidden
layer and one output neuron; which is the simplest architecture
version since it consists of a single hidden layer. The input
layer simply acts as a fan-out input to the hidden layer where
two neurons are used. The outputs are transformed through a
sigmoidal activation function and fed to the output layer
through their weights. The output layer has only one neuron
with a sigmodal activation function.
The input to the suggested ANN controller Fig. 5 is the cur-
rent reference Iref and measured dc current Idc and its output is
the ﬁring angle. The error between Idc and Iref is used to adjustthe weight of the ANN according to the delta rule (Kartalop-
oulos, 1996). The speed of the controller and the system stabil-
ity will depend on the learning rate g and the momentum l
used in adjusting the weights of the ANN.
The proposed ANN controller consists of the following
three layers.
1. Input layer: In this layer, they are only two neurons, one of
them is fed with a constant reference current Iref and the
other neuron is Idc.
2. Hidden layer: In this layer, there are (N) neurons. These are
connected to the outputs for the outputs of the input layer
by weights Vi,Bi, where i= 1,. . .. . ...N, the outputs of these
neurons are acted upon by the sigmoid function. The (N)
outputs of the neurons in the hidden layer are fed to the
output layer through the weight Wi.
3. Output layer: This layer consists of one neuron only: the
inputs to this neuron are the outputs OUTi from the hidden
layer and the bias from the input layer. The weights and
bias associated with these inputs areWi and B, respectively.
The database that used for training neural network desired
current (Iref) and actual current (Idc) as input, Tan-sigmoidal
activation function for hidden neurons, linear activation func-
tion for output neuron, number of iteration 500 epoch, goal
(error) 1e5 and the neural network output represents the trig-
gering angle that applied on rectiﬁer unit.7. OFF-line training
The ANN controller is trained OFF-Line on the system data
that obtained by traditional PI-controller, where the ANN
controller is connected in parallel with PI-controller as shown
in the previous ﬁgure (see Fig. 2).8. ON-line training
The inputs to the ANN controller are Iref and Idc and its
output is the ﬁrings angle a. the speed of the controller
and the system stability will depend on the learning rate g
and the momentum term l used in adjusting the weights
of the ANN. The ANN controller is trained on-line accord-
ing to the Iref and Idc and by using backpropogation algo-
rithm. The ANN learns by adjusting the weights Vn and
Bn in the hidden layer and the weights Wn and B in the
out put layer.9. Results
The program steps of applying feedforward backpropagation
of error method on this model is represented by the ﬂowchart
as shown in Fig. 6.
9.1. Impact of the ANN architecture
The different types of ANN architectures when using two neu-
rons in the input and output layer are shown in Table 3 are
considered. The response of these ANN architectures to a
10% step change in the reference current is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 8 Impact of g of the performance of the ANN controller
(a) 2-neurons (b) 4-neurons (c) 6-neurons.
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Figure 7 Performance comparison of different ANN architec-
tures (a) at g= 0.05 (b) at l= 0.05.
Table 4 The system properties when (g= 0.05) and (6-
neurons) in the hidden layer.
Peak over shoot (P.O.S) 25.775%
Rising time (tr) 4.69 ms
188 T.M. Jabban et al.It is clear that the addition of an extra neuron will not sig-
niﬁcantly alter the performance. Only a small reduction in the
Idc. From the view point of settling time, ANN settles at about
0.1272 s for the period from 0 to 0.2 s and also for all periods
the ANN architectures follow the reference current and settle
at same time.
9.2. Impact of learning rate at constant momentum term
The effect of changing the learning rate (g) on the performance
of ANN controller at constant (l= 0.1) is shown in Fig. 8.
The learning rate (g) also determines the ANN perfor-
mance. The learning rate adjusts the weights updates in each
epoch. Hence the higher (g) implies larger adjustment and
therefore faster response.
From Fig. 8 the best system properties are obtained when
(g= 0.05) and (6-neurons) in the hidden layer, that are shown
in Table 4.
9.3. Impact of momentum term at constant learning rate
The effect of momentum term (l) on the performance of the
ANN controller at constant (g= 0.1) is shown in Fig. 9.
The momentum l incorporates the previous weight update
in the recent weight update. As shown in Fig. 9 the value cho-
sen for the momentum doesn’t contribute signiﬁcantly to the
current response speed, except for a small increase in the oscil-
lation observed for large l.From Fig. 9 the best system properties are obtained when
(l= 0.05) and (2-neurons) in the hidden layer, that are shown
in Table 5.
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Figure 9 Impact of l on the performance of the ANN controller
(a) 2-neurons (b) 4-neurons (c) 6-neurons.
Table 5 The system properties when (l= 0.05) and (2-
neurons) in the hidden layer.
Peak over shoot (P.O.S) 25.25%
Rising time (tr) 4.76 ms
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In this research, the effect of giving a step change in the refer-
ence current for both intelligent control system are studied.
 Effect of changing the reference current step foe PI-control
system.Figs. 10–13 show the current response curves when apply-
ing (20%, 30%, 35% &40%) step change in the Iref for PI-con-
trol system. PI-controller give a good performance until (30%)
after that the actual current Idc do not follow Iref.
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trol system.
Figs. 14–17 show the current response curves when apply-
ing (20%, 30%, 35% &40%) step change in the Iref forANN-control system. ANN-controller give a good perfor-
mance for all step change cases.
11. Conclusions
 The intelligent control techniques are enhancing the system
response as compared with traditional type.
 For the impact of learning rate at constant momentum
term, the best case at (g= 0.05, l= 0.1, n= 6-neurons)
gives a reduction in the percentage of peak over shoot
and rising time of about 12.39% and 7.13%, respectively
as compared with that by using the PI-controller.
 For the impact of momentum term at constant learning
rate, the best case at (g= 0. 1, l= 0.05, n= 2-neurons)
gives a reduction in the percentage of peak over shoot
and rising time of about 14.17% and 5.74%, respectively
as compared with that by using the PI-controller.
 With ANN-controller, Idc follows Iref for all step change
cases as compared with the PI-controller.
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Mandarins)
Manufacturers SELLIHDGE
Main plant and 400 kV substation: GEC Transmission a
Converter Transformers, 400 kv ﬁlter disconnectors and
DC Reactors: Hawker Siddeley
LES MANDARINS
CGEE-ALSTHOM and ALSTHOM-ATLANTIQUE as
Commissioned: First stage: 500 MW March 1985
First bipole: 1000 MW September 1986
Second bipole: 1000 MW October 1986
Main purpose: Energy trading between the CEGB and EDF systems by e
Main data: Two bipoles, 1000 MW each at ± 270 kV and 1852 A per
Overload capacity: none
A.C. networks: SELLINDGE
The converter station is connected into the 400 kV double
switch, double busbar, 400 kV SF 6 insulated substation
One transformer is YNyO and the other is YNd11, both
transformer of each type is available on site. The minimu
MVA
LES MANDARINS
Three single phase transformers per pole with two seconda
are:
206/103/103 MVA 400 ± 10%/118/118/3 kv
The winding of the 400 kV side is star connected whilst t
connected depending on their position. One spare transfo
espected is 3800 MVA.
HVDC system: Mean route length: 70 km
Land cables total length 25 km (18.5 km in England, 6.3
Both French and English land cables, of which there are e
of the two bipoles are installed in two diﬀerent trenches. A
stranded wire conductor with central oil channel for Bip
LES MANDARINS
Three single phase transformers per pole with two seconda
are:
206/103/103 MVA 400 ± 10%/118/118/3 kV
The winding of the 400 kV side is star connected whilst t
connected depending on their position. One spare transfo
espected is 3800 MVA
HVDC system: Mean route length: 70 km
Land cables total length 25 km (18.5 km in England, 6.3
Both French and English land cables, of which there are e
of the two bipoles are installed in two diﬀerent trenches. A
stranded wire conductor with central oil channel for Bip
In England the cables of each bipole are of diﬀerent manu
cross section
Submarine cables (length 46 km)
The cables of the mass impregnated paper type (solid typ
apart. The cables are embedded for their total length in
French cables is 900 mm2
D.C. ﬁlters: No special D.C. ﬁlters are used
HVDC valves: Air cooled and insulated thyristor valves are used in bot
SELLINDGE
Each pole comprises a twelve pulse converter of three qua
Each valve is made up of 125 modules, with two thyristo
The rating is 270 kV at 1903 A. There is one D.C. reacto
LES MANDARINS
Each pole consists of a twelve pulse converter unit. The tw
valve is composed of twelve modules in series connection.
thyristors in parallel connection in order to reduce the lo
The converter unit is rated for 270 kV abd1852 A. One D
rated for 270 kV D.C. and 370 mH at 1852 ANINGUES LES CALAIS - FRANCE (name of the substation : Les
nd Distribution Projects Ltd., UK
DC disconnectors: NEI
main contractors (FRANCE)
xploitation of the diﬀerent daily load curves and generating plant mix
pole. When one converter pole is unavailable, cable return is possible.
circuit line between Canterbury and Dungeness by means of a ﬁfteen
. Two three-phase transformers per pole feed a twelve pulse bridge
being rated at 315 MVA, 400 + 23%  9%/117 kV. A spare
m short circuit capacity which would normally be expected is 4800
ry windings feed a twelve pulse bridge. The rating of the transformers
he windings on the valve side are either star connected or delta
rmer is held on site. The minimum short circuit capacity normally
5 in France)
ight, are of the oil ﬁlled impregnated paper type. In France the cables
single copper conductor type is used on Bipole 1 with a conventional
ole 2. The copper cross section in both cases is 900 mm2
ry windings feed a twelve pulse bridge. The rating of the transformers
he windings on the valve side are either star connected or delta
rmer is held on site. The minimum short circuit capacity normally
5 in France)
ight, are of the oil ﬁlled impregnated paper type. In France the cables
single copper conductor type is used on Bipole 1 with a conventional
ole 2. The copper cross section in both cases is 900 mm2
facture and are laid in separate routes, both being of 800 mm2 copper
e) and ate laid in pairs along four separate routes spaced about 1 km
a 1.5 m deep trench. The copper cross section for both English and
h terminals
druple valves (a vertical stack of four valves), in separate valve halls.
rs in parallel, all connected in series
r of 350 mH per pole rated at ± 210 kV and 1903 A
elve valves of a pole are housed in three indoor valve structures. Each
Each module has eight thyristors levels in series and each level has two
sses
.C. reactor is connected at the highvoltage side of the converter. It is
Appendix A (continued)
A.C. ﬁlters: SELLINDGE
The ﬁlters are connected at 400 kV and individually switched by SF6 insulated current breaker designed for outdoor use. The
total installation is 1040 MVAr divided between eight ﬁlters of 130 MVAr each. Each bipole set of four ﬁlters consists of
two‘‘C’’ type which are funded to approximately the third harmonic, and two second order damped, tuned to approximately the
eleventh harmonic
192 T.M. Jabban et al.C1 (lF) C2 CD L (mH) R (ohms)
C 2.6 24 lF 424 666
2nd order 35.4 214X Inpu
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Total installed: 1280 MVAr divided in eight ﬁlters of 160 MVAr
each. All ﬁlters are of the high-pass damped type. One half is
designed for harmonics 11 and 13. (2nd order ﬁlter) and the other
for low-order harmonics (3rd order ﬁlter)C1 (lF) C2 L (mH) R (ohms)
HP2 3.18 None 27.8 234
HP3 3.25 9.55 lF 74.3 35o
a
r
n
sAppendix B. Nomenclature
The nomenclature we use in the training algorithm for the
backpropagation net is as follows:r wjk that
formation
ck to the
vij that is
from the
ignal are
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